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networks become more energetically favorable without a significant impact on the charge capacity, which
agrees with previous experimental and theoretical work. However, we reveal that the structure with a 3D
diamond-like Fe–Si network can further transform into a new structure at x = 1. And the Li atom is hard to
reinsert into these new structures. Consequently the system is prevented from returning to the Li2FeSiO4
state. We believe that the formation of this new structure plays an important role in the loss of reversible
capacity of Li2FeSiO4 electrode materials.
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Fe-Si networks and charge/discharge-induced phase transitions in 
Li2FeSiO4 cathode materials 
Xiaobao Lvab, Xin Zhaob, Shunqing Wuc, Manh Cuong Nguyenb, Zizhong Zhuc, Zijing Lin*a, Cai-
Zhuang Wangb, and Kai-Ming Ho*de 
Structural phase transitions of electrode materials are responsible for poor reversibility during charge/discharge cycling in 
Li-ion batteryies. Using previously-developed structural databases, we investigate the structural landscape for LixFeSiO4 
systems at x=1. Starting with the low-energy Li2FeSiO4 crystal structures, we explore the crystal structures of the material 
at different state of charge. As-prepared Li2FeSiO4 materials adopt low energy structures characterized by two-
dimensional (2D) Fe-Si networks. After removal of one Li per formula unit to form LiFeSiO4, the structures with three-
dimensional (3D) diamond-like Fe-Si networks become more energetically favorable without significant impact on the 
charge capacity, which agrees with previous experimental and theoretical work. However, we reveal that the structure 
with 3D diamond-like Fe-Si network can further transform to a new structure at x=1. And Li atom is hard to reinsert into 
these new structures. Consequently the system is prevented from returning to the Li2FeSiO4 state. We believe formation 
of this new structure plays an important role in the loss of reversible capacity of Li2FeSiO4 electrode material.
1. Introduction 
Lithium iron silicate, i.e. Li2FeSiO4, is a promising 
cathode material for advanced Li-ion batteries due to its high 
theoretical capacity, low cost and environmental friendliness 1,2. 
Despite its theoretical capacity (~331 mAh/g) for extracting 2 
Li atoms per formula unit (f.u.), early experimental reversible 
capacity only reaches half of the theoretical value (130 ~ 165 
mAh/g, corresponding to LixFeSiO4, x=1~1.2)1,3,4. In 
subsequent work, reversible capacity over 200 mAh/g has been 
reported, extending the delithiated composition to x<0.8 5–7. 
Recently, Ti doped Li2FeSiO4/C was reported with a capacity 
over 300 mAh/g which almost reached the theoretical capacity8. 
Extending the range and stability of the material under repeated 
cycling is still a key issue. Hence, studying the structural 
transition mechanisms that may potentially damage the capacity 
and limit the reversible x range in LixFeSiO4 during cycling 
becomes very important.  
Currently, the Li-Fe site exchange process is the most 
well-known mechanism that causes phase transitions in this 
material. This mechanism changes the local environment of 
FeO4 tetrahedron and Li diffusion path, resulting in a change in 
voltage 9–12. Experimental results of the Li2FeSiO4/LiFeSiO4 
cycling show irreversible voltage plateau change from ~3.1V 
(first cycle) to ~2.8V (subsequent cycles) due to structural 
transitions at the end of the first cycle. This lowering of the 
potential plateau has been ascribed to the Li-Fe site-exchange 
mechanism which happens at 4b Li sites and 2a Fe sites in the 
Pmn21 experimental phase by Nytén et al 9. Later, Armstrong et 
al. 3 and Kojima et al. 13 reported two cycled phases for the 
experimental phases of Pmn21 and P21/n, respectively. Li et al. 
10 investigated the 3D site-exchanged Pmn21-cycled phase and 
found the fully delithiated FeSiO4 composition is rather brittle 
as the cell expanded significantly comparing the 2D phase. 
Several  theoretical studies confirmed the voltage shift between 
the as-prepared phases and the cycled phases 11, 14–16. Saracibar 
et al.'s first principles study of the half delithiated LiFeSiO4 
composition shows that the 3D Fe-O-Si frameworks are more 
energetically favourable than the 2D Fe-O-Si frameworks, 
which results in a thermodynamic driving force for the 
structural transition from 2D to 3D upon delithiation 15. 
Previous experimental or theoretical studies focusing on 
Li2FeSiO4/LiFeSiO4 cycling show no significant capacity loss 
when Li-Fe site-exchanges occur except for a voltage change 
when the 3D type Li2FeSiO4 forms 9,17. The experimentally 
observed reversible capacity over 200 mAh/g 5–7 indicates more 
than one lithium per f.u. of Li2FeSiO4 can be reversibly 
extracted/inserted. Investigating Li removal beyond x=1, Zhang 
et al.11 found in first principles calculation an unexpected shift 
of the valence-change element from Fe to O when more than 
one Li ion is removed per f.u.. In this scenario, O2- becoming O- 
may lead to the possibility that O- further transforms to O2 gas 
and irreversibly transform LixFeSiO4 into other phases and 
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damage the capacity. However, their calculations showed that 
Li0.5FeSiO4 is still stable and the release of O2 is energetically 
unfavourable for removal of Li up to x=0.5. This provide 
support for reversible charging of Li2FeSiO4 up to a theoretical 
capacity of ~250 mAh/g in agreement with reports of cyclable 
performance reported in some Li2FeSiO4 batteries17. 
Furthermore, not all materials achieved this high-level 
performance and even the best materials suffer from a gradual 
capacity fade with repeated cycling. This suggests that there 
may be other mechanisms at work contributing to the 
performance degradation with cycling.  
In this work, we propose a new capacity-damaging 
mechanism that exists in the middle of the charge/discharge 
cycle. We discover this mechanism through an extensive 
investigation of structural transitions that can occur in the 
LixFeSiO4 system at x=1.  To efficiently explore the low-
energy structural landscape of LiFeSiO4, we utilized structural 
databases we previously developed, including the one for 
Li2FeSiO4 using Motif-network scheme 18 and that for 
LiFePO4 using Fe-P network-generation scheme 19. We show 
that substitution of P atoms in low-energy LiFePO4 structures 
with Si produce low-energy structural candidates for LiFeSiO4. 
Energetic ordering between structures within FeO4 and FeO6 
families are quite well preserved, indicating that the LiFePO4 
crystal structure database is a good guide to explore LiFeSiO4 
structures because both SiO4 and PO4 exhibit strong tetrahedral 
motifs. We found that some of the new low-energy substituted 
LiFeSiO4 phases have no more “comfortable” room for extra Li 
atoms (extra Li atoms cannot form LiO4 tetrahedron which is a 
common motif in low-energy Li2FeSiO4 structures). These new 
substituted LiFeSiO4 phases can be more energetically 
favourable than delithiated structures from Li2FeSiO4. Phase 
transitions into these substituted LiFeSiO4 structures can act as 
traps preventing the system from recovering to the initial 
Li2FeSiO4 condition, which cause a loss in reversible charging 
capacity in the cathode. First-principles studies are performed 
in this paper to support our hypothesis.  
We use a new angle to study the LixFeSiO4 system 
which focuses on the Fe-Si networks. The concept of Fe-Si 
network has been proposed by Ye et al. when studying the 
experimental X-ray diffraction data of Na2FeSiO4 battery 
materials during charge/discharge cycling 20. A common 
diamond-like Fe-Si network was found for most of the low-
energy structures of Na2FeSiO4. The electrochemical 
properties are also related to the type of Fe-Si networks: crystal 
structures with common Fe-Si networks have similar 
electrochemical behaviour from first principles calculations 21. 
The concept has been generalized to LiFePO4 systems by Lv et 
al. where Fe-P networks are used to predict new low-energy 
structures with remarkable success 19.  Following previous 
work21, the Fe-Si networks in low-energy LiFeSiO4 structures 
are classified into 2D-ladder-like, 3D-diamond-like and 3D*-4-
8-membered-rings types (For simplicity, we use name “2D”, 
“3D” and “3D*” in the following discussion) according to the 
FeSi4 and SiFe4 polyhedra which are considered as building 
blocks of the Fe-Si networks (fig.1). 
2. Computational Methods 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations are 
performed using Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP) 
22 with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)23 exchange-correlation 
functional. GGA+U method is used with an effective Ueff=U-
J=4 eV for Fe atoms24. K-points resolution is 2π×0.03 Å-1 using 
Monkhorst-Pack scheme25 and energy cut-off is 520 eV. Forces 
convergence criteria is set to 0.01 eV/Å in the structure 
relaxation and Nudged Elastic Band method26 for phase 
transition barrier calculations. Crystal structure figures are 
plotted with VESTA27.  
3. Results and discussions 
Our LiFeSiO4 crystal structure data come from two 
sources. One is based on our previous Li2FeSiO4 structural 
database where motif-guided decoration of four-coordinated 
networks is used to generate many low-energy structures 
including all experimentally reported structures 18. These 
Li2FeSiO4 structures are converted to LiFeSiO4 structures by 
removal of one Li atom per f.u.. This pool represents structures 
which can return to the fully lithiated compound (x=2) by 
inserting back the Li atoms. The other source is based on the 
low-energy LiFePO4 crystal structures generated using Fe-P 
networks19. Low-energy structures in the LiFePO4 pool are 
substituted with Si on the P sites to get the LiFeSiO4 structures, 
which may or may not be fully recovered to Li2FeSiO4. Both 
of the two sources of crystal database are valuable to our study 
as many new (hypothetical) structures have never been reported 
before. 
3.1 Source I. Generation of the delithiated phases  
 
Fig. 1    Examples of 3 different Fe-Si networks and their building blocks 
in low-energy LiFeSiO4 structures (a) 2D Fe-Si network consists of 
building blocks A and A’. The Fe-Si network forms 2D stacking layers 
where Li atoms move between layers. (b) 3D Fe-Si network consists 
of building blocks B and B’. The Fe-Si atoms form a diamond-like 3D 
network where Li atoms can only move along 3D paths. (c) Another 
3D Fe-Si network consists of building blocks B and A’. In all the 
structural figures in this paper, Li atoms are colored with light green, 
Fe atoms colored with brown, Si atoms are colored with blue, O 
atoms are colored with red.  
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Crystal structures of A2MSiO4 (A=Li, Na, M=Fe, Mn, 
Co) including Li2FeSiO4 have a common feature that each 
atom has 4 nearest neighbours and they form a 4-connected 
atom network in the cell space. Such 4-connected atom 
networks are commonly seen in zeolites, silicates and silicon. 
Based on such features, Zhao et al. generated a large amount of 
low-energy A2MSiO4 structures by assigning the A, M, Si and 
O atoms to the sites of 4-connected silicon networks. To obtain 
low-energy structures with reduced efforts, each O atom is 
forced to have 2 A, 1 M, 1 Si as nearest neighbours. More 
details can be found in the literature 18. We select all low-
energy Li2FeSiO4 structures in the energy range of 0~0.05 
eV/f.u. above ground state as the starting population to perform 
the delithiation and the Li-Fe site exchange operations. Among 
them, five structures are experimental phases of Li2FeSiO4, the 
other five ones including the ground state are new structures.  
To study the various possibilities of Li-Fe Site-Exchange 
situations, we treat all the Li and Fe atoms in a Li2FeSiO4 
structure as equivalent sites, and re-assign them with equal 
amounts of vacancies, Li atoms and Fe atoms. For a 4 f.u. 
Li2FeSiO4 structure with 12 Li/Fe (8 Li + 4 Fe atoms) sites, 
there are theoretically 𝑪𝑪𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟒𝟒 × 𝑪𝑪𝟖𝟖𝟒𝟒 × 𝑪𝑪𝟒𝟒𝟒𝟒 = 𝟑𝟑𝟒𝟒𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑𝟑  possible 
arrangements for the 4 vacancies, 4 Li and 4 Fe atoms 
neglecting the symmetry of the structures. To reduce the large 
number of possibilities that need to be screened, we adopted a 
generalization of the empirical rule Zhao et al. discovered for 
low-energy Li2FeSiO4 structures. For Li2FeSiO4, the cations 
are uniformly distributed around oxygen atoms (i.e. each O 
atom is surrounded by 2 Li atoms, 1 Fe atom and 1 Si atom). 
Therefore, we assume that after delithiating half of the Li 
atoms, the cations should also be uniformly distributed (i.e. 
each O atom is surrounded by 1 Li atom, 1 Fe atom and 1 Si 
atom and 1 vacancy, see fig.2). We examined this rule on 20 
Li2FeSiO4 structures with lowest-energy, their oxygen atoms 
are all surrounded with 4 atoms (2 Li + 1 Fe + 1 Si, see fig.2 
left). After removing half Li atoms, each of the 20 structures 
produces 10~20 LiFeSiO4 configurations. We found that the 
lowest-energy LiFeSiO4 configurations corresponding to each 
Li2FeSiO4 structures all have 3 cations surrounding each 
oxygen atoms (1 Li + 1 Fe + 1 Si, see fig. 2 right) . The results 
agree with our assumption.  
Using the structural rule discussed above for screening, 
the number of final candidate low-energy LiFeSiO4 
configurations for each Li2FeSiO4 considered is greatly 
reduced to less than 20 after removing duplicated 
configurations. Their energies are evaluated by DFT 
calculations after fully structure relaxations. 
3.2 Source II.  Generation of the substituted phases  
The other source of LiFeSiO4 structures is from the 
substitution of LiFePO4, where we were able to identify a new 
group of structures which do not have well-defined vacancy 
sites to recover to a low-energy Li2FeSiO4 state. As discussed 
in our previous work19, low-energy LiFePO4 structures are 
constructed initially focusing on building Fe-P networks. 
Afterwards, O atoms are added around each P atom to form 
PO4 tetrahedrons whose orientations are then optimized by 
force-field methods. Li atoms are finally added into the 
remaining vacancy sites of FePO4 configurations. Details of 
this method can be find in the literature 19. The previously 
searched LiFePO4 structures are substituted with Si on P sites 
to generate low-energy LiFeSiO4 structures. 
Our LiFePO4 structural database contains many low-
energy LiFePO4 phases with different types (fig. 3a). We 
substitute P atoms in LiFePO4 structures with Si atoms and 
relax them with DFT. The energy and volume comparison 
between the LiFePO4 structures and the corresponding 
LiFeSiO4 structures are shown in fig.3. We can see that while 
LiFePO4 prefer FeO6 type structures (fig. 3a), LiFeSiO4 (fig. 
3b) prefer FeO4 type. Most FeO6 and other type structures 
move up in energy after replacing P with Si.   
In order to show the rationality of the LiFeSiO4 strcuture 
database construction from the substitution of LiFePO4, i.e. the 
inheritance of energy order and structural properties, more 
specific diagrams comparing the energy or volume of 
individual low-energy structures before and after substitution 
are shown in figure 4. In fig. 4a and fig. 4b, we plot the energy 
of individual structures and a diagonal line with a gradient of 
1.0 as reference. It can be seen that in FeO6 type structures 
LiFeSiO4 has systematically higher energy than the 
corresponding LiFePO4 structure (fig 4b) while FeO4 type 
structures show good correspondence between LiFeSiO4 and 
LiFePO4 (fig 4a). In fig. 4c, the volume is slightly bigger in 
LiFeSiO4 compounds relative to LiFePO4 while fig. 4d shows 
 
Fig. 2   Structural rules for Li2FeSiO4 and LiFeSiO4. In the Li2FeSiO4 
structures, each O atom has 2 Li + 1 Fe + 1 Si atoms surrounded. 
After removing half Li atoms, each O atom has 1 Li + 1 Fe + 1 Si atoms 
surrounded. The Oxygen-centered polyhedra are colored with red in 
order to show the coordination number. 
 
Fig. 3   The Energy vs Volume diagram of (a) LiFePO4 structures (b) 
corresponding LiFeSiO4 structures which are substituted from 
LiFePO4 by changing P to Si.  The blue squares represent FeO6 type, 
black triangles represent FeO4 type, and gray dots represent other 
type.  The y axis is the relative energy to the ground state of LiFePO4 
or LiFeSiO4, respectively.  
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for FeO6 types LiFePO4 and LiFeSiO4 volumes are more 
similar.  
Among the many FeO4 type LiFeSiO4 phases, we 
discovered some low-energy structures that are good candidates 
as “trap” structures during the delithiation of Li2FeSiO4. When 
inserting more Li atoms to these special substituted LiFeSiO4 
structures, the corresponding fully lithiated Li2FeSiO4 have 
much higher energy than the original Li2FeSiO4. These special 
LiFeSiO4 structures are what we call the “trap” phases since it 
is hard to insert Li back and return to the Li2FeSiO4 state in 
these structures.  
To investigate the transition process into “trap” structures, 
we select similar LiFeSiO4 structures between the Li-Fe site-
exchange structural pool and the “trap” phases in the second 
dataset to calculate the transition barrier. The similar structures 
are topologically equal but with different levels of distortion in 
Fe-Si network and cell.  
3.3 Phase transitions in LiFeSiO4 
We select 10 lowest-energy Li2FeSiO4 structures in the 
previous-developed database 18 (including 5 experimental 
phases, No.2:P21/n, No.3:Pmn21, No.6:Pmn21-cycled, 
No.8:P21/n-cycled, No.9: Pmnb) for removal of Li and site-
exchange operations. The Li2FeSiO4 structures are numbered 
in order of energy as shown in fig 5a. Different symbols are 
used to denote structures with different types of Fe-Si networks 
(fig.1): structures 1,2,3 and 9 have 2D Fe-Si networks while 4,5 
and 10 have 3D* networks and 6,7,8 have 3D type of networks. 
During the removal and addition of Li atoms to the cathode, if 
the Fe-Si network of the material remains intact during the 
charge/discharge cycle, the material can return continuously to 
its original condition and the process is reversible for many 
cycles. However, if the Fe-Si network suffers changes during 
the cycling process, it can leave the system trapped in structures 
which cannot return to the original fully Li-occupied state. 
Thus, in the following, we study changes in Fe-Si networks that 
can occur as Li atoms are removed and the system reaches the 
LiFeSiO4 chemical composition. The lowest delithiated and Li-
Fe site exchanged LiFeSiO4 phase that corresponds to each 
Li2FeSiO4 are plotted in fig.5b. It can be seen that independent 
of the original Fe-Si network, the lowest energy structures after 
site-exchange all convert to 3D type Fe-Si networks indicated 
by solid-triangle symbols (see examples in fig.1b).  
The 2D Fe-Si networks (fig. 1a) are energetically 
favourable in Li2FeSiO4 18 but become quite unfavourable in 
LiFeSiO4 (number 1,2,3 and 9 structures with solid dots in 
fig.5). From 2D to 3D, the energy drops about 0.2 eV/f.u. This 
2D to 3D Fe-Si network transition is achieved by moving the 
Fe atoms to the Li vacancy sites, i.e. exchanging Fe atoms and 
Li vacancies.  
The energies of 3D* type Fe-Si networks (fig. 1c) are 
slightly higher than 3D type. Exchange of Fe atoms and Li 
atoms will convert 3D* to 3D networks. Considering the 
margin of forward and inverse transition, the net transition rate 
of 3D* to 3D is probably much lower than the net transition 
rate of 2D to 3D due to the smaller energy difference of the 
former. In addition, since the final positions for the move are 
occupied, concerted motion of the atoms are required for this 
type of transition. 
There are also structures (number 6, 7 and 8) that do not 
have a lower-energy Fe-Si network by Site-Exchange since the 
original Li2FeSiO4 are already in 3D type. Although the 3D 
type Fe-Si networks have the lowest energy among the 3 types 
of LiFeSiO4, there still could be some potential structural 
transitions for these 3D Fe-Si networks beyond the mechanism 
of Li-Fe site-exchange, as shown in fig. 6.  
 
Fig. 4   Correlations between the energy and volume of LiFePO4 and 
LiFeSiO4. (a) the relative energy of FeO4 type; (b) relative energy of 
FeO6 and other type;  (c) volume of FeO4 type;   (d) volume of FeO6 
and other type.   The red diagonal lines’ gradient is 1. In the energy, 
the value is relative to the ground state of each type (LIFePO4 and 
LiFeSiO4) in our structural pool  
 
Fig. 5   (a) Energies of 10 lowest Li2FeSiO4 structures with different Fe-Si 
networks. (b) Energies of the corresponding LiFeSiO4 structures 
which are from the delithiation and/or Li-Fe site-exchange in the 10 
lowest Li2FeSiO4 structures in (a). Solid triangles represent 3D Fe-Si 
network, empty triangles for 3D* Fe-Si network, dots for 2D Fe-Si 
network. Blue color means the Li-Fe site-exchanged structure. 
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We combine all of the 17 LiFeSiO4 structures listed in 
fig. 5 and examine their energy and volume behaviour in fig. 
6a. After removing duplication, there are 11 distinct phases left. 
We sort them into 4 groups (fig. 6a represented with different 
colour) and each group has almost identical structures but with 
Fe and Li or Li vacancy sites exchanged between atom sites. 
After many successive Li-Fe site-exchange processes with 
charge-discharge cycling, the material will cycle between 
different structures in a group, and gravitate towards the lowest 
energy structure in each group. We note that all these structures 
correspond to delithiated phase from Li2FeSiO4 (some are Li-
Fe site-exchanged, but they can be directly delithiated from 
other phases) and they can fully recover to the Li occupation of 
x=2. Such ‘recovered’ structures have energy within 0.06 
eV/f.u. above the Li2FeSiO4 ground state. Therefore, 
transformation to these structures with cycling will not cause 
degradation in the charge capacity of the material.  
The energy vs volume relation of the “trap” structures 
obtained from Si substitution of the LiFePO4 structure database 
is plotted in fig. 6b. When these “trap” phases are inserted with 
Li atoms and discharged back to Li2FeSiO4, configurations 
with energies 0.4 eV/f.u higher than the Li2FeSiO4 ground state 
are resulted. The vacancy sites in those “trap” structures forbid 
the inserted Li atoms forming LiO4 tetrahedra or make them 
too close to other 
Considering the lowest energy “trap” structure in fig. 6b 
which has an energy ~0.1eV/f.u. lower than the population 
produced by reversible cycling (in fig. 6a). To get a picture of 
the transition from reversible structures to the lowest energy 
“trap” structure, we located a structure in fig. 6a:  the half-
delithiated experimental P21/n-cycled phase that is 
topologically equivalent to the “trap” phase but differs in the 
distortions of the Fe-Si network and also has slightly different 
unit cells (see arrow in fig 6) i.e. transition between the two 
structures can occur via small atomic motions with an 
accompanying strain of the material. The structural information 
of this selected “trap” phase is shown in Tab.1.  
When we reinsert Li atoms back into these two phases we 
find that they have quite different energies as well as different 
atomic pair distributions around the Li atoms. Pair distribution 
functions between Li and other atoms are plotted in fig. 7 for 
both phases. It can be seen that environment for the additional 
Li atoms in the “trap” phase (fig. 7b) has a number of violations 
compared with low-energy Li2FeSiO4 structures (fig. 7a). The 
inserted Li atoms (grey atoms in fig.7b) are too close to other 
Li atoms (see red line in fig, 7b denoting the Li-Li pair 
distribution function). Also, when connected with the 
 
Fig. 6   Energy vs volume diagram of (a) LiFeSiO4 structures from 
Li2FeSiO4 through delithiation or site-exchange and (b) “Trap” phases 
of LiFeSiO4 substituted from LiFeSiO4. Structures delithiated from the 
experimental Li2FeSiO4 phases are circled out in (a). 
Space Group Number 7 
cell    a b c 
  
8.58859 5.19086 8.50025 
  alpha beta gamma 
  90.0000 107.2419 90.0000 
     Atom  wyckoff  x y z 
Li 2a 0.00042 0.83640 0.00017 
Li 2a 0.51352 0.67613 0.65632 
Fe 2a 0.75623 0.82836 0.23891 
Fe 2a 0.26432 0.67263 0.89295 
Si 2a 0.38604 0.81867 0.26548 
Si 2a 0.88198 0.67785 0.62450 
O 2a 0.35678 0.66252 0.42269 
O 2a 0.72901 0.81929 0.67263 
O 2a 0.54838 0.30141 0.72530 
O 2a 0.04446 0.26237 0.27930 
O 2a -0.09935 0.81428 0.45657 
O 2a 0.23330 0.76309 0.09897 
O 2a 0.40586 0.87105 0.80401 
O 2a 0.85113 0.63418 0.10018 
Tab. 1   The structure information of the selected “trap” phase. The unit 
cell is monoclinic and atom positions are represented in direct 
coordination. 
 
Fig. 7   Pair distribution of the two similar structures in fig.6a and 6b 
(the vacancy sites are inserted with more Li atoms to Li2FeSiO4 state).  
(a) the experimental P21/n-cycled Li2FeSiO4 phase. (b) the lithiated 
compound based on the “trap” phase. More Li atoms are inserted in 
the LiFeSiO4 structures. We marked the newly inserted Li atoms with 
“grey” color and plot the Li-O polyhedron in order to show the 
environment. 
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neighbour atoms, some inserted Li atoms connect to the other 
Li atoms (see structures in fig. 7b) and some cannot form a 
LiO4 tetrahedron.  
In fig. 8 we can see that both of the P21/n-cycled phase 
and the “trap” phase have same 3D type Fe-Si network but with 
different levels of distortion. On the top point in pathway (see 
the top structure among the 3 in fig.8), some Fe-Si bonds are 
not as parallel as in the beginning, but they are closer to the left 
P21/n-cycled phase than to the right “trap” phase, indicating the 
transition direction is easier from left to right than inverse. The 
calculated transition barrier from the P21/n-cycled phase to the 
“trap” phase is about 0.50 eV (28 atoms) which is relatively 
low compared to the inverse direction (0.86 eV), also indicating 
a possible phase transition. Note that the transition barrier 
calculation is done at x=1 of LixFeSiO4 for convenience, but 
the actual composition where phase transition happens is not 
clear and there exists the possibility to find an x value of 
LixFeSiO4 where the corresponding barrier is smaller than 0.5 
eV.  
The LiFeSiO4 structures delithiated from the five 
experimentally observed Li2FeSiO4 phases are drawn with 
their inner Fe-Si networks in fig.9 to show their structural 
relationships. Form 2D to 3D, Fe atoms motion to Li vacancy 
sites drop the energy by about 0.2 eV/f.u. From 3D to “trap” 
phase, the energy is further lowered, however, distortions in the 
Fe-Si network and lattice strain associated with the structural 
transition affect the environments of the Li vacancy sites, 
making it harder to reinsert the removed Li atoms. The XRD 
spectrum of the "trap" phase is simulated and plotted in Fig. 10 
for future experimental comparisons. 
We also proposed a new phase (fig. 9f) that can occur 
during cycling of the half delithiated Pmnb experimental 
structure (fig. 9c). The structural information of this new phase 
is shown in supplementary material.  
Conclusion 
We examined structural phase transitions that can occur in 
the LixFeSiO4 (x=0~2) system when x decreases to 1. The Li-
Fe site-exchange process among different Fe-Si networks is 
investigated for LiFeSiO4. From 2D to 3D Fe-Si networks, the 
actual transition mechanism is the exchange of Li vacancy sites 
and Fe atom sites (i.e. Fe atoms move to nearby Li vacancy 
sites). While from 3D* to 3D Fe-Si networks, the exchange 
happens between Li and Fe atoms sites. The transition from 2D 
to 3D Fe-Si networks is accompanied by a big energy drop 
while from 3D* to 3D has little energy change. Using the site-
exchange rules we discovered, we proposed a new cycled 
structure for the experimental Pmnb phase in fig. 9f and fig. 
10b (different from the Pmn21-cycled phase).   
After the initial phase transition from 2D to 3D Fe-Si 
network, additional phase transitions can land the system in 
“trap” structures with LiFeSiO4 composition that cannot be 
converted back to the original Li2FeSiO4 state, causing 
degradation of the cathode capacity. Candidates for these “trap” 
structures are investigated in searches where substitution of Si 
for P in a previously developed structural database for the 
LiFePO4 system. In these new phases, insertion of Li atoms 
 
Fig. 8   NEB transition barrier between the P21/n-cycled phase (left) 
and “trap” phase (right). Changes of the Fe-Si networks in the 
transition pathway are also plotted. 
 
Fig. 10   Simulated XRD spectrum of the "trap" phase using Cu K\alpha 
radiation and the structure information listed in Tab. 1.  the full 
width at half maximum is of the peaks is set to 0.05 degree. 
 
Fig. 9   Phase transition between half-delithiated structures from 5 
experimental phases and the ”trap” phase. (a) Pmn21 (b) P21/n  (c) 
Pmnb (d) Pmn21-cycled  (e) P21/n-cycled (f) possible cycled phase of 
Pmnb  (g)”trap” phase. 
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produces new Li2FeSiO4 structures with much higher energy 
than the Li2FeSiO4 ground state. These substituted phases form 
“trap” phases that cannot go back to Li2FeSiO4 during the 
discharging process. We found eight “trap” phases and one of 
them is topologically equal to the experimental P21/n-cycled 
phase (fig. 6b) but with different levels of distortion in Fe-Si 
network and unit cell. They have the same type of 3D diamond-
like Fe-Si networks. The transition barrier is relatively low 
compared to that of inverse direction, which indicates this 
capacity-damaging phase transition could happen in 
experiment. 
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